***Background.*** *Clostridium difficile* infection (CDI) surveillance is labor-intensive. Both NHSN labID event surveillance and administrative coding data are less burdensome; however, few published studies characterize the accuracy of labID event, or coding present-on-admission (POA) status, compared to traditional infection prevention surveillance (IP) epidemiologic categories.

***Methods.*** We compared IP, NHSN labID, and coding from 2012-13 from a 2-hospital, 1100-bed community-based academic healthcare system. We calculated the concordance of IP vs. labID epidemiologic definitions (community-acquired \[CA\], community-onset healthcare facility associated \[CO-HCFA\], and hospital onset \[HO\]), and among cases identified in both systems, calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV), for each labID category, using IP surveillance as the gold standard. Similarly we calculated the concordance and diagnostic accuracy of coding (ICD-9 008.45) overall, as well as the POA designation to identify HO vs. CO cases.

***Results.*** Among 130,150 admissions in 2012-13, IP identified 1489 CDI cases (1% prevalence), and 1406 CDI patients were coded. The greatest concordance was seen for HO cases (98%; Table 1). POA designation correlated with HO/CO status \>80% of the time. Sensitivities for each category ranged from 68-75%, with specificities of 80-99% (Table 2).

###### 

CDI categories identified by IP surveillance vs. NHSN lab-ID event

                  NHSN LabID                                            
  --------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----
  CA              **196 (66.4%)**   48 (16.3%)        51 (17.3%)        295
  CO-HCFA         12 (6.8%)         **135 (76.7%)**   29 (16.5%)        176
  HO              3 (1%)            2 (0.7%)          **289 (98.3%)**   294
  Indeterminate   65 (69.2%)        13 (13.8%)        16 (17.0%)        94
  Totals          276               198               385               859

###### 

Diagnostic accuracy of NHSN labID and coding, each compared to IP surveillance

                NHSN Lab-ID   Coding                     
  ------------- ------------- -------- ----- ----- ----- -----
  Sensitivity   71%           68%      75%   72%   74%   74%
  Specificity   83%           94%      99%   99%   80%   91%
  PPV           66%           77%      98%   68%   87%   82%
  NPV           86%           91%      83%   99%   63%   86%

***Conclusion.*** In this study, NHSN labID surveillance wrongly attributed 17% of CA and CO-HCFA CDI cases as hospital onset. LabID and coding had similar sensitivity and specificity but labID event surveillance had a markedly better PPV for HO cases; whereas coding better identified CA/COHA CDI.
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